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With the recent movie of Black Panther, Jews are trolling the Black Race. This is part of their
brainwashing towards the Black man. Not only that, but they are agitating them to make them
aggressive against other Races, in particular, Whites. They rise "Black Nationalism" in nations
which are not Black.
Few if any Blacks have been to Africa to see how Africa is, even fewer even choose to stay there
and build Africa if they had the chance. So what remains out of it is to just pretend you do a lot for
Africa while doing actually nothing.
The Jews hate the Black Man which is something all reputable Black people knew fully. Like Dr
Tony Martin who even knew the Jews have cursed Blacks under the "Hamitic" (Race of Ham) in the
bible to be slaves forever. This belief of the Torah/Jewish Bible is exactly the driving force of the
Jews who got them to enslave the Black people and take them to America. 80% of slave owners
were Jewish as well.
A few generations later, Jews come again to troll the Black man, and profit from the Black man. See
for example the Jewish rapper "Drake". All forgotten on what their race has done to Black people,
now "Drake" is the king of Hip Hop and he is a Jew, who pretends he gives a crap about Black
people. The Jew is the 'friend' of Black man now that he wants to instigate him against other races
and civilizations. While the Jew has profited possibly a billion by now (only for himself), let alone
all the others around the whole deal, from exploiting Black people...He does some charity to play
the good guy. As revealed in his latest video clip.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xpVfcZ0ZcFM
All the inequality between Whites and Blacks was created by mingling them in the same
civilization. Which happened mainly in the last three to four centuries. Before that Blacks were
living largely without the attention of other people, with whatever problems they had themselves
and whatever struggles. Blacks have more than 50 racial sub-divisions, others were more advance
and dominant, others were less, and there was frequently war. But Blacks had definitely their own
sort of history.
The Jew Stan Lee now took the trolling against black people on another level. What the Jews do to
Black people is they tell them that you will improve in your life if you attack other people. And that
they used to be a super civilization at some point and it's only due to someone else this is not the
case now. All rich and intelligent Blacks know this is stupid, but the large mass of the Black Race
doesn't understand this. The large mass is always at the centre of the Jewish plots.
So I wouldn't fully blame them as many people like doing. Many people blame the black people for
no reason, other than they are deceived by the Jews. They haven't done anything more wrong nor
they are better than Whites that act in the same way and who are also deceived by the Jew and are a
biohazard even to their own people. The Jew is responsible, one cannot only blame the people they

use.
Truth is also if the Jews didn't fuck up the world, who knows, maybe Blacks would have been a far
more advanced civilization and Whites would be a space civilization by now. In whatever case
things would have been better for all parties involved. The whole of the planet would be way higher
in every level if it wasn't for the Jewish interference.
Who also created the Black Lives Matter who only went around looting and making the Blacks
hated by every other American? The Arch-Elder of Zion George Soros. He not only took a revenge
on the "Hamitic Race", but also attacked White civilization just a bit further. Win - Win for Jews.
Blacks have a rich African spiritual culture which they have developed on their own. Which many
Blacks don't give a fuck about as they are drunk by Christianity and Islam. Christian - Islam civil
war has been the worst thing to plague Africa, which is exactly what happened in Europe for 15
centuries. Christians of different sects killed other Christians all the time in Europe because of the
same Jewish mental illness of Christianity.
Racial pride and respect is the most beautiful thing in the world, in the case where one follows a
couple of rules. One example is that your racial pride and love is not shown by extermination of
other races, another example is we do not do this attacking and ridiculing them from within their
civilization (See some Arabs in Europe bringing Jihad), last thing is we have respect with other
races because we understand that life is important and we allow it to advance.
Lastly see the Jews in the movie Black Panther the character is named after the Black Panther party
in America. Which is a "Socialist", which a revealing quote "Socialism is the Father of
Communism" -Vladimir Lenin (Jew who created the Communist Revolution in Russia).
Below some quotes from Communist parties and their use of Black people in their agenda.
"We must realize that our party's most powerful weapon is racial tensions. By propounding into the
consciousness of the dark races that for centuries they have been oppressed by whites, we can mold
them to the program of the Communist Party. In America we will aim for subtle victory. While
inflaming the Negro minority against the whites, we will endeavor to instill in the whites a guilt
complex for their exploitation of the Negroes. We will aid the Negroes to rise in prominence in
every walk of life, in the professions and in the world of sports and entertainment. With this
prestige, the Negro will be able to intermarry with the whites and begin a process which will deliver
America to our cause." -On June 17, 1957, this passage was read into the Congressional Record by
Rep. Thomas G. Abernathy.
"The aim of our Party in our work among the Negro masses is to create a powerful proletarian
movement which will fight and lead the struggle of the Negro race against the exploitation and
oppression in every form and which will be a militant part of the revolutionary movement of the
whole American working class ... and connect them with the struggles of national minorities and
colonial peoples of all the world and thereby the cause of world revolution and the dictatorship of
the proletariat." - The Communist Party of U.S.A. , 1925.

Why is the above happening?
FBI Director, J. Edgar Hoover, on Communist Goals:
"Communists seek to advance the cause of communism by injecting themselves into racial
situations and in exploiting them, (1) to intensify the frictions between Negroes and Whites to
'prove' that discrimination against the minorities is an inherent defect of the capitalistic system, (2)
to foster domestic disunity by dividing Negroes and Whites into antagonistic, warring factions, (3)
to undermine and destroy established authority, (4) to incite racial strife and riotous activity, and
(6) to portray the Communist movement as the 'champion' of social protest and the only force
capable of ameliorating the conditions of the Negro and the oppressed."
Who is behind all of this?

Re: Black Race Used By Jews #Wakanda
by HP Mageson666 » Mon Feb 19, 2018 12:40 pm
This trend was created by the Jews to use the Blacks as part of the racism of the Jews against
Whites. And do what the Torah tells the Jews, to destroy the White Race by any means. The Jews
are filling the Black mind with this Talmudic nonsense against Whites.
They should make a movie on who ran the slave trade and who destroyed the Black communities.
The Jews. Blaming the Whites allows for the Jews to avoid justice for their crimes against the Black
race. The other part is many Blacks feel inferior about themselves from living in White societies
and so will believe the cultural theft of White achievements that is promoted to ease these feelings

and fuel their hatred of White society. Race mixed societies don't work. In my experience from
talking with the Kangz crowd its a waste of time. They refuse to even understand the Jewish
problem as it gets in the way of their over emotional hatred of White People the Jews taught them.
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I have debated with the Kangz crowd and what the way many of them act at you for being White,
the poster your upset over is tame in comparison. Yet I maintained my composer and just had a
conversation. I probably got thought to some of them by citing Black sources for the Jewish
problem.
The fact is those things do happen in Africa and in places like Liberia its dangerous to be a women.
The amount of rape is thought the roof along with murder.
However what happened...... Africa has had its national stability destroyed by the Jewish elites who
owned the money power behind the European colonies in Africa. The Jews put in Black puppets
who would turn Africa into one large plantation state for them. The ruthless dictatorships these
puppets levelled and still do on the nations caused civil wars to erupt that plunged these states into
destruction. Hand in hand with corrupt puppet regimes were all the wealth flows to the top. The
collapse of these nations occurred. Along with symptoms of collapse and the social chaos of
decades of war. Drugs, gangs, rape and on. Now African nations are being destabilized with the new
wave of Jewish infiltration which is Islamic terrorism which is creating a new civil war state you
have ISIS right in there and we know who runs that. The other wave is Communism. The Jews
plunder the African nations and then bring in Communism to maintain control like in Zimbabwe.
Mugabe has killed thousands of Whites to steal their wealth for his international Jewish elites but
has also murdered 70 thousand and more Blacks for the same.
Note what happened when Gaddafi tried to unite the Nations of Africa into a new economic and
political collation to liberate Africa from the Jewish globalist plantation state. He was opposed by
every Black national leader on the African continent. Then when Gaddafi came out with his gold
currency to pry Africa free of the Rothschild dollar. American and French both Jewish controlled
regimes bombed Libya to the ground killed thousands of people. And now you can buy Black slaves
for couple of hundred of bucks in the Libyan slave markets the Israeli backed Islamic radicals
brought back.
Gaddafi was rejected by the African leaders because they are all taking their orders from the central
banking agents out of London and America and Tel Aviv. The Elders of Zion. The Jews have pushed
colonization of Africa from the start to steal the wealth of Africa for themselves which they have
and destroy the population of this culture and turn them into slaves. That is just Jews being Jews.

The Jews spread alcoholism and drugs all over Africa to ruin everyone to them make them easier to
enslave and steal from. Cecil Rhodes a Rothschild goon master conned the African King in a
criminal contract to steal the wealth of his nation. When the King refused Cecil just brought in
Mercs and troops and gunned everyone down. That is how the Kikes are. Africa today is the result
of hundreds of years of Jewish insanity.
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Something that gets overlooked with Voodoo is many of the sigils look like Goetia sigils of our
Gods. I watched a Joe Rogan show where he had his Cuban friend on talk about Santeria its still
basically African Paganism hidden behind some catholic trappings to avoid persecution. Its
interesting and it works.
I have heard Voodoo or Voodun is a French word but also I have heard its the African name. There
is an African serpent Goddess Mami Wata, HPS Shannon used to have this Goddess as her avatar.
Look at that name Wata.....Watan is the name of the Serpent God in South America culture the Gods
established. Wotan......The Aryans who came to the America's either human or our Gods were called
the Wotans. The serpents. The WA is a combination vowel in Sanskrit the semi vowel VA forms
from. And the symbol of the letter for Ba, Ma and thus VA in the far east is the square the element
of earth that contains all the elements together the symbol of the root chakra the kingdom of the
serpent and also the symbol of the mouth speaking spirit into creation.
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